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1 . INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a ?i-dimensional differentiable manifold and F2(M) be its second order 
holonomic frame bundle with canonical projection F2(M) — > M and structure 
group G2(n) (see [2], Chapter 10, for a detailed description). It is shown in [1] t h a t 
G2(n) can be expressed as a semidirect product Gl(n, U) oc S2(n) where S2(n) s tands 
for the additive Lie group of symmetric bilinear maps (Rn x Rn — > Un. We express 
here the action of S2(n) on F2(M) in terms of the action of Hom(lR n,g) on the 
horizontal spaces in F(M) where g is the Lie algebra of Gl(n, U). This latter action 
plays a basic role in the theory of prolongations of G-structures (see, for instance, 
[9, 15]). To make the geometric content of this action more transparent, we construct 
an auxiliary bundle H2(M) — > M using arbitrary horizontal spaces in F(M) and we 
identify H2(M) —•> M with F2(M) — > M (Theorem 3.1), where F2M is the second 
order semi-holonomic frame bundle of M . Then, we express the universal connection 
on the 1-jets of sections JX(F(M)) of F(M) as studied in [10] (see also [2]) in terms 
of the g-component of the canonical form 0^ of F2(M). As an application, we prove 
t h a t a semi-holonomic parallelism a of second order is characterized by an ordinary 
parallelism plus a linear connection. We recover in this way the well-known result of 
P. Libermann ([13]) and P. C Yuen [16]). T h e integrability of a is obtained in terms 
of the two connections associated to a. A semi-holonomic parallelism of second order 
may be viewed as a semi-holonomic second order (V 0)-structure. Semi-holonomic 
parallelisms of second order appears in a natural way in the characterization of the 
local homogeneity of Cosserat continua (see [G]). 
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2. T H E BUNDLE H2(M) —•» M 
Let M be ?^-dimensional differentiable manifold and F(M) the linear frame bundle 
of M . We denote by 7r0 : F(M) —> M the canonical projection. Let j^p be the 
1-jet of a differentiable mapping from a neighborhood of 0 in Un into F(M) such 
tha t 7r0 o <p is a diffeomorphism. Then j\p is called a non-holonomic frame of second 
order at the point 7r0((D(0)) G M . We know that the set F2(M) of all non-holonomic 
frames of second order at all points of M is a principal bundle over M with canonical 
projection Trg : F2(M) —> M and structure group G'2(n) = J0([Rn, J0([R7\ Un)) of 
non-holonomic 2-jets with source and target 0 G (R/l. We also have a canonical 
projection 7r2 : F2(M) —•> F(M) given by 7r2(j0(D) = <^(0). A non-holonomic 2-jet 
JQP is said to be semi-holonomic if n2(JQ<p) = j o ^ o ° V?)- Let F2(M) C F2(M) be 
the set of semi-holonomic frames. We know that 7r0 : F2(M) —> M, where 7r0 is the 
restriction of 7r0, is a frame bundle with structure group G2(n) — Gl(n, U) x B2(n) 
where B2(n) s tands for the additive Lie group of bilinear maps Un x Un —> Un (see 
[14, 16] for a detailed description). The group operation is given by 
( a , / ) D ( b , G ) = ( a b , a o a + / (b ,b ) ) . 
Let T : G2(n) —> G2(n) he the diffeomorphism defined by T(a, / ) = (a, 0) D (1, f) — 
(a, a o / ) . We define a second group structure • on G2(n) by u • v = T_1(T(H) D 
T(V)),U,V G G2(n). It follows that (G2(n),.) is given by the semidirect product 
( a , / ) * ( b , a ) = ( a b , b - 1 o / ( b , b )
 + a ) 
and T: (G2(n),.) —> ( G 2 ^ ) , D ) is an isomorphism of Lie groups . For w G F2(M) 
and c G (G2(n), • ) , using the same notation •, we define w • c = w • T(C). The maps 
id : F2(M) —> F2(M) and r define now an isomorphism of the principal bundles 
( F 2 ( M ) , M , ( C 7 2 ( n ) , * ) ) and (F2(M), M, (G2(n), D)). 
R e m a r k 2.1. We can alternatively define T(a, / ) = (1, f) D (a, 0). This gives 
(a, / ) • (b,g) = (ab, / -f a o ^ ( a - 1 ^ - 1 ) ) , which is the convention adopted in [1]. 
Our aim is to study the actions of the subgroups Gl(n, U) and B2(n) of (G2(n), D) 
on F2(M). Although this can be done directly (see Section 3), to make the situation 
more t ransparent , we now introduce a bundle H2(M) —•> M with group (G2(n),.) 
which is interesting in its own right. 
Let 7T0 : F(M) —> M be the canonical projection, z G F(M) and Hz a horizontal 
space at z over 7r0(z). The restriction of the canonical form 0^ of F(M) to Hz gives 
an isomorphism <9(1): Hz —> Un. For A G g = gl(n, U), let A* be the fundamental 
vector field corresponding to A. We obtain now an isomorphism u: Un © g —> 
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TZ(F(M)) defined by u(£,A) = h + At, where h G Hz with 6>(1)(li) = f (see [9, 
15]). Choosing the canonical basis of (Rn and g, it defines a frame at z and thus u G 
F(F(M)) and ^ (H ) = 2 where 7rJ : F(F(M)) —> F(M) is the canonical projection. 
From now on, we will identify u with the pair (z,Hz). 
Def in i t ion 2 .1 . H2(M) is the subset of F(F(M)) consisting of all frames in 
F(M) defined by some horizontal space as described above. 
The additive group g ( 1 ) = Hom(K n , g ) acts on H2(M) as follows ([9, 15]): Let 
u = (z,Hz) and / G g ( 1 ) . Let ( e i , . . . ,en) be the s tandard basis of IRn and choose 
hi G Hz with c?(1)(hi) = e*. Let Lz be the horizontal space spanned by the vectors 
hi + f(ei)l- We define u • f — (z,Lz). Clearly, this is a free group action. Now 
let (z,Hz) and (z,Lz) be given. Let £ G (Rn and choose h G H2,Z G Lz with 
<9(1)(b) = 6?(1)(l) = f. Then (TT?)*(/ - b) = 0 and therefore l - li = A* for some 
/ 4 E g . Define the map / : U'n —•» g by / (£ ) = A. It follows tha t / G g ( 1 ) and 
(z,Hz) • f = (z,Lz). Thus the action is also transitive . Consequently, g ( 1 ) acts 
simply transitively on the fibers of the projection 7t\ : H2(M) —•> F(M), where 7t\ 
denotes the restriction of TT\ : F(F(M)) —•» F(M) to H2(M). 
There is also an action of Gl(n, U) on H2(M) by right translation: (z,Hz) • a — 
(za,(Ra)*(Hz)),a G Gl(n,U). We identify g (1 ) with the additive group B2(n) of 
bilinear maps Un x Un —> Un by f(ei)(ej) = f(e5,ei) = f^ek An element (a, f) of 
the set Gl(n, U) x B2(n) defines a map (a,f): H2(M) —+ H2(M) by (u)(a, f) = 
(u • a) • f. Clearly (a, f) is a bisection on the fibers of 7TQ : H2(M) —> M, 7TQ being 
the canonical projection. 
L e m m a 2 . 1 . (a, f) o (b,g) — (ab,b~l o f(b,b) + g), where we compose from left 
to right on the left hand side of the equality. 
P r o o f . First note tha t for a given a G Gl(n,U) and / G B2(n), there exists 
a unique / ( a ) G B2(n) satisfying ((u • a) • f) • a'1 = u • / ( a ) for all u G H2(M). 
Omitt ing dots and paranthesis, we have (u)(a, f) o (b, g) = (u)afbg = (u)abb~~l fbg — 
(H)ab/ ( 6 _ 1 )O = ( i t ) ( ab , / ( 6 _ 1 ) +g). It suffices therefore to prove tha t / ( 6 _ 1 ) = b"1 o 
f(b,b). This can be checked by a straightforward computation using (H{,)*#(1) = 
b~1<9(1) and (Rb)*A* = ((Ad(b~[)A)* and we will omit the details. • 
Thus, in this way, we recover the group (C72(?i),«) and identifying (a, f) with 
(a,f), the group acts on H2(M). 
It is easy to see tha t H2(M) is a submanifold of F(F(M)) and the action of 
(G2(n), •) on H2(M) is differentiable. Also, let O ( 1 ) be the restriction of the canon-
ical form of F(F(M)) —> F(M) to H2(M). Then 0 ( 1 ) is a Un 0 g valued 1-form: 
If A' is a tangent vector at u = (z,Hz) and (TT\)^(X) = hz + AZ,hz G Hz, then the 
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[Rn-component of B ( 1)(K) is 6{l)(hz), and its g-component of QM(X) is A. In fact, 
we have 
Theorem 2.2. (i) it2 : H2(M) —> F(M) is a trivial principal bundle with group 
B2(n) and WQ : H2(M) —> M is a principal bundle with group (G2(n), •). 
(ii) (R
a
)*&M = a " 1 ^ 1 * , where a = (aj) G (G2(n)^) acts on Rn 0 g by 
(aJ)(t,0) = (aZJ(aS) + Ad(a)l3). 
Rather than working out the details of Theorem 2.1, we shall identify H2(M) 
with F2(M) (Theorem 3.1) and these properties will be immediate. However, it is 
worth noting that the opposite route can be taken: All properties of F2(M) and its 
canonical form 6^ can be derived simply from H2(M) and 9^. 
We also have the following theorem whose proof is immediate from definitions. 
Theorem 2.3. There is a one to one correspondence between 
(i) Connections on F(M) —> M. 
(ii) Gl(n, ^-reductions of H2(M) —•> M. 
(hi) Gl(n, U)-invariant sections of H2(M) —•» F(M). 
R e m a r k 2.2. The equivalence (i)-(iii) was proved by P. Libermann [13] (see 
also [16]). 
3. IDENTIFICATIONS WITH F2(M) AND Jl(F(M)) 
Recall that an element w G F2(M) is a 1-jet j^(D, ip: Rn —> F(M) such that 
7TQ O (p is a diffeomorphism and 7Ti(Jo<D) = ^(0) = JoC^d ° if)- Given uj, we define a 
horizontal space at z = cp(0) by the image of T(Un)o under the map (^)*(0), which 
we will denote by Hz(w). By a straightforward computation in local coordinates (see 
the proof of Lemma 3.1), it follows that any horizontal space at z is obtained in this 
way and if ni(w) = ni(v) = z and Hz(w) = Hz(v), then w = v. We thus obtain a 
bijective map v. F2(M) —> H'2(M) defined by v(v) = (z,Hz(w)). 
L e m m a 3.1. (i) Hz(w • (1,/)) = Hz(w) • f; 
(ii) Hza(w • (a,0)) = (Ra)*Hz(w), z = n2(w). 
P r o o f , (i) Let p G A/, (xl,..., xn; U) be a coordinate neighborhood containing 
p, (xl,xx-,x'l-k) the induced coordinates on W = (ni)~l(U) and w G W. Notice that 
in general the coordinates xx-k are not symmetric with respect to the indices jk. Then 
Hz(w) is spanned by the vectors 
k д + x{ д 
'дx1, 
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In fact, if w = j 0V, where <p(tk) = (^ (tk), ^(tk)), t = (*\ •••,*") 6 Un, then we 
have 
ш*>£)-&«>é + Џmé-*é 
к
дt дx
{ v }
 дx
k
 дx
{ ч
 дx{ + x ki 
д< 
By definition, Hz(w) • f is then spanned by the vectors a» + /(e»)*. Since for A € 
g, A = (A)*-, we have 
J * _ AS i 
Az
~
 jXsdx) 
it follows that 
<* + (/(eo): = «?-|-L + ( 4 + * « / * >^* 
On the other hand, we also have w • (1 , / ) = (x%,x),x)k) • (S),f)k) = (xl,x),x)k + 
xlnfjk)i which proves (i). 
(ii) is proved similarly and we will omit the details. • 
We now have 
v(w(a,f)) = v(w-T(a,f)) 
= v((w-(a,0))-(l,f)) 
= (za, Hza(w • (a, 0)) • / ) (Lemma 3.1, (i)) 
= (za, {(Ra)*(Hz(w))} • / ) (Lemma 3.1, (ii)) 
= {(z,Hz(w))a}.f 
= v(w) • (a,f). 
Introducing a diferentiable structure on H2(M) by v (which is easily checked to 
be none other than the one in Theorem 2.1), we obtain 
Theorem 3.2. We have the principal bundle isomorphisms 
(i/,id): (F2(M),M,(G2(!!),•)) —> (H2(M),M,(G2(n),m)) and 
(i/,id): (F2(M),F(Af),H2(n)) —» (H2(M), F(M), B2(n)). 
Note that, in view of description of G^1) above and the definitions of 6^ and T, 
it follows that v*(S^) = 0^. In fact, v is the identity when one considers the 
induced coordinates in F2(M) and H2(M), the latter considered as a submanifold 
of F(F(M)). 
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Now let J1(F(M)) be the manifold of 1-jets of sections of K^ : F(M) —> M , i.e.. 
J1(F(M)) = {jl(s) | s is a section of 7TQ}. Given w, we define a horizontal space at 
s(x) by the image of T(M)X under the map (s)*(x). In this way, we obtain a bijective 
map 11: J\F(M)) —> H2(M) by which we identify Jl(F(M)) and H2(M). Notice 
tha t ji is locally given by u(xl. x),x)k) = (xl = x\x) = '^),x)k = ££T* r), where 
(;rz,:r^,;i^./c) are the induced coordinates in Jl(F(M)) (see [10]). In [10], it is proved 
tha t there is a g valued 1-form VI> defined on J1(F(M)) such tha t for any Gl(n, U)-
invariant section 7 of J1(F(M)) —> F(M), 7*(^) is a connection 1-form on F(M) 
and this sets up a one to one correspondence between connection 1-forms UJ and 
invariant sections 7 (see [10] for a more general result). $ is also called the universal 
connection on J1(F(M)) and plays an important role in the study of systems of 
connections (see [2], Chapter 9, and the references therein). Let us remark that 
Gl(n,U) acts on JX(F(M)) in such a way that Jl(F(M)) is a Gl(n, (R)-principal 
bundle over Jl(F(M))/Gl(n, R). 
T h e o r e m 3 .3 . The universal connection $ on F2(M) coincides with the g-
component (c?<2;)0 of cF2). i.e.. we have 
V=H*(l,-1)*((0W)*). 
This can be showed by using the local expressions of ^ (see [10]) and 6^ (see 
[14]). Indeed, we have 
§('2) =0iei+6)EL 
where 
§' = yl<hk, 9) = yidx' - yiy'r.i1jter, 
and 
* = *}, *} = j / ld4- i / ; . j ; ,^ , 
being (y)) = (x))'1. Let T now be the section of jr2 : F2(M) —> F(M) given in 
Theorem 2.2, and UJ the connection form of the connection defined by T. It is then 
easy to see tha t UJ = r*((0^)*). Indeed, if T: (x\x)) —-> (x\ x), Tlrs(x\ x))) since T 
is Gl(n, U)-invariant, then r / r s( . / , i , x)) = xl'xvsr^v(x\ 6i-)ylk. Hence a straightforward 
computat ion shows tha t Y*(Q)) = y\(dx^) -x)Lrrudxr and the functions -FtSfn(x1 .S)) 
are the Christoffel symbols of the connection 1-form UJ = r*(/9£l2) (see [11]). 
R e m a r k 3.1. (1) A Gl(n, (R)-invariant section of H2(M) —> M is called an 
E-connection of order 1 in [16]. 
(2) If UJ(HZ) = 0, UJ and T as above, it is easy to see that T(F(M)) C F2(M) iff UJ 
is torsionfree. Therefore, we recover Proposition 7.1. (p. 147) in [12]. 
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4 . SEMI-HOLONOMIC PARALLELISMS 
A global section a: M —•> F2(M) will be called a semi-holonomic parallelism 
of second order. In this section we shall give a geometric interpretation of a semi-
holonomic parallelism. 
First, notice tha t a induces by projection a global section of p: M —> F(M), i.e., 
an ordinary parallelism on M and a Gl(n, IR)-invariant section q: F(M) —> F2(M), 
or, equivalently, a linear connection A on M. Conversely, an ordinary parallelism 
and a linear connection on M defines a semi-holonomic parallelism of second order 
on M. 
Next, we shall study the integrability of a semi-holonomic parallelism a. We say 
that a is integrable if there exist local coordinates (xl) around each point of M such 
tha t a(xl) = (a;*, 1,0). Let us recall tha t an ordinary parallelism p: M —> F(M) 
induces a flat linear connection F defined by VpiPj — 0, where p = (pi, • • • ,Pn), 
and {pi, • • • , p u } a r e n linearly independent vector fields on M. In general, T is not 
symmetric. 
Suppose tha t a is integrable. Hence p is integrable, i.e., p(xl) = (xl,l), or, in 
other words, pi = ^ 7 . Then the Christoffel symbols of T vanish in the coordinates 
(xl). Furthermore, we have q(x\xlj) = (xl,xlj,qljk(xu,xu)). Since q(xl,l) = a(xl) = 
(xl, 1,0) we deduce tha t the Christoffel symbols of A are zero. 
Conversely, let T be the torsion tensor of T and D = T — A the difference tensor 
of the two connections. Suppose tha t T and D simultaneously vanish. Hence there 
exist local coordinates (xl) around each point of M such tha t p(xl) = (xl, 1), or, in 
other words, the Christoffel symbols Fljk vanish. Since V = A the same is t rue for 
A and consequently we obtain a(xl) = (T\ 1,0). Summing up, we have proved the 
following. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . A semi-holonomic parallelism of second order a is integrable if 
and only ifT and D simultaneously vanish. 
These results generalize the previous ones obtained in [7, 3, 4, 5, 8] for holonomic 
parallelisms of second order. 
5. F I N A L REMARK 
Finally, we would like to point out the following interesting point: The group 
operation • on G2(n) is simply the second order jet composition, whereas, the bundle 
H2(M) —•> M is constructed on purely geometric grounds using right translation 
and "Horn-action". Still, the two groups and the corresponding bundles turn out 
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to be isomorphic. This brings up the following somewhat vague question: Is it 
possible to construct the analogous bundles Hk(M) for k ^ 3 using translations and 
Horn-actions and recover semi-holonomic jet groups and the frame bundles? 
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